
SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1567  

Saturday 13 February, 2016

Hares: What-A-Rat, Laphatrada (VH)

phuket-hhh.com

Total Pack: 109 PH3: 94 New Members: 1 Virgins: 9 Visitors: 4 Visiting Hashers: 1

Mount Everest, just off the By Pass Road was the venue for our circle when Our leader got in the 
Hares to thank them for a new laager site and new Run area...well done the Hares! No mention of 
climbing or figure of 8 was mentioned..we will see later!

RETURNERS in...seven,  including
Sucker,  with  his  new  pace  maker
(stay well Sucker) !

VISITING  HASHER in...A
member  from  Taiwan  Hash..Sucker
(this  one  without  a  pacemaker).
Welcome to PHHH!

VIRGINS in...Lucky seven again. A
ginger Frog, 2 from England, 2 from
Canada, another Frog and a couple of
Thais,  all  going home much wetter
than when they came!

RUN  OFFENSES...Dr  Fucking
Jekyel gets in JC as his dog pissed on the ice! Fungus gets in the Hares to ask just what was growing on
the downhill Run in?...What-A-Rat came in to explain that when he was reccing he was stung by bees
and had to go to hospital! Lucky Lek got in Bollox cus he asked for 10 Baht to make up a beer..and
ended up buying Bollox a beer! Bollox stayed in and called for Twice Nightly,  Mind The Gap &
Creature and tells us that the Iron Pussy know how to live...last week 10 Baht beers, GM, OVER TO
YOU! Once Weekly gets Mind The Gap in and tells her to smile....where's the Gap gone? She has had
her  teeth done....time for  a  Hash name change...so,   MTG is now....FILL THE GAP! (FTG). Butt
Swallower calls for his bitch to come in...Hill Bitch...they were late and HB was moaning that BS had
missed the HHH signs whilst on their bike....well stop fucking moaning bitch as she had put her shorts
on inside out...smelly bitch! Twice Nightly gets in Ice Arse as she caught him having a pee pee and she
had a good look!

STEWARD...SADG....introduced  by  a  turban  wearing  Nar  Hee  Man....SHEIHK  IRKSOME  IBN
MOZATOV MATZOBALL ALLAH-HAM-DE LA HEIM yer JEWTEE..(thank God for notes!)....so
SADG, all  dressed up in robes wants a 5th wife to add to  his  hareem...in comes FA Cup (Or his
Monkey Queen)...but first...HIIMMA-H-DLH yer  J wants to test  her endurance..now this  spot was
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visual  but  SADG  brought  the  house  down  with  his  antics  with  his  extra  long  cock...great  spot
SADG..well done and thanks! 

NEW SHOES...Swollen Colon let the cat out of the bag on the Run so down the beer goes!

HASH MUSIC...Bollox was called in by the GM to step in with some music, so Bollox got all the
English in for a typical English folk song...I had er, I had er, I had er, I ah... and though she was only
just sixteen.....I showed her the workings of my THRASHING MACHINE!...I love good old farming
sing-alongs...Thanks Bollox! 

HASH SHIRTS...Laphatrada gets her Vigin Hare shirt and Wanphen gets her 25 Run shirt and takes it
off to put it on. Well done to both of you!

DEPARTERS in..Four...bye, bye, see you soon we hope!

HARES in...Manneken Pis wanted Hash Shit today..and he was going to get one..Good Run was called
but MP said that as a Run Master it was JC's fault it was not a better Run..so JC gets HASH SHIT!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER
SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK.


